The generality of strength suggests that a “strong” individual will typically exhibit higher values of strength across a wide range of strength tasks for a given muscle relative to their weaker counterpart. This concept is often extended to adaptation, suggesting that increasing strength on a given movement or strength task with a given muscle should reflect an increase in other movements or tasks using that same muscle. The concept of a generality of strength adaptation appears less supported in the literature.

Objective: To elaborate on recommendations for strength assessment, providing a focus on the “generality of strength” and the “generality of strength adaptation.”

Design & Methods: We reviewed the literature on a generality of strength. In addition, we examined the resistance training literature to provide evidence and discussion on a generality of strength adaptation.

Results/Conclusions: The generality of strength adaptation, even across strength skills using the same muscle on related movements seems quite low. Although some studies show a weak generality of strength adaptation and others show no generality of strength adaptation, it appears that increases in strength diminish as the strength assessment becomes farther removed from the actual training stimulus.
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STRENGTH ADAPTATION TO RESISTANCE EXERCISE

Strength adaptations observed following resistance training appear largely dictated by the principle of specificity. In this light, it seems reasonable to suggest that neural mechanisms, and perhaps other local factors are driving increases in strength. Such factors may include changes in the pattern of calcium release, changes in the components involved in the excitation contraction coupling process, and changes in the composition of myosin motors. Muscle hypertrophy remains a candidate for strength adaptation; however, in many situations it has been suggested that hypertrophy plays a negligible role.

Increases in strength following a resistance training program are often measured using several assessments, some of which may be considered specific to the training stimulus, whilst others appeal less to specificity (i.e., involving the same muscle groups but different contraction type/movement). It has been suggested that multiple strength measures may better reflect strength adaptations acquired from a resistance training program. However, given the different magnitudes of change observed amongst different strength tests, it seems likely that these various assessments are providing different information. The purpose of this paper is to elaborate on recommendations for strength assessment, providing a focus on the “generality of strength” and the “generality of strength adaptation.”

When measuring the strength of a muscle, a “strong” individual will typically exhibit higher values of strength across a wide range of strength tasks for a given muscle relative to their weaker counterpart. For example, Hortobagyi et al. compared strength across isokinetic, hydraulic and one repetition maximum (1RM) free weight bench press exercises finding that, although values across tests were remarkably different, there were strong positive associations amongst the four separate tests of bench press (r ≥ 0.80). Meaning, individuals who tested higher on one task tended to also test higher on other related tasks using the same muscles. This phenomenon is known as the “generality of strength,” which suggests that “if strength is measured by different contraction modes and velocities, the same relative ranking of an individual’s performance would be obtained on the different tests.”

A generality of strength was demonstrated as early as 1957 when Rasch showed that at a single time point, 24 college aged males had a mean isometric elbow flexion strength of 43.2 (SD 3.4) lbs. and a mean isotonic elbow flexion strength of 41.8 (SD 6.9) lbs. Similarly, Rasch and Pearson found that, in a group of untrained college men, mean isotonic strength and “breaking point” strength were similar in the muscles of the elbow flexors (49.5 lbs. and 50.9 lbs. respectively). Thus, in some cases it is possible to measure similar strength values using different strength tasks at a single time point. Given the fairly strong “generality of strength” when comparing individuals at a single time point, adaptations to resistance exercise are often assessed using a single strength...
assessments (e.g., isotonic 1RM strength) or even multiple (e.g., isometric, isotonic and/or isokinetic) assessments which are then believed to provide information regarding “general strength” of a muscle. This concept underlies much of strength and conditioning, which seeks to increase strength on various tasks in the weight room and facilitate performance benefits on different sport related activities and movements. This assumes, however, that the generality of strength extends itself into adaptation (i.e., a generality of strength adaptation). A generality of strength adaptation would suggest that increasing strength on a given movement or strength task with a given muscle should reflect an increase in other movements or tasks using that same muscle. The concept of a generality of strength adaptation is rarely discussed, yet is often assumed to exist. Although it has received little attention in the literature, the current practices of strength assessment following resistance training (e.g., using multiple strength tests) has inadvertently demonstrated the generality of strength adaptation.

HOW STRENGTH IS MEASURED

The force producing capabilities of a muscle are often measured using several different assessments. Multiple tests are employed to account for the fact that a single strength assessment (e.g., isotonic strength) may not reflect all strength adaptations acquired following a resistance training program. Although the use of several strength assessments is thought to provide a more global picture of strength adaptation, it must be acknowledged that changes in strength on assessments further removed from the training style (e.g., if you train isotonically and test strength isometrically) are of a lesser magnitude compared to a strength assessment that appeals to specificity of the training program (i.e., isometric testing for an isotonic training program). It seems logical that strength increases on tasks/contraction modes different from the training are more likely indicative of a “generality of strength adaptation;” however, little work has been conducted to better understand the meaningfulness of increases in general strength.

Highly influential in the understanding of strength adaptations have been the emergence of different loading paradigms within the resistance training literature (e.g., high loads vs. low loads). This literature suggests that high load training produces similar muscle growth as low load training, despite more robust increases in isotonic 1RM strength. However, when strength is measured using a test to which both groups are “naive” (e.g. isometric), differences in strength are often less apparent. The strength differences observed between loading schemes has further enforced the tendency to measure strength adaptations using multiple different assessments. In these instances, isotonic 1RM strength assessment appeals to specificity (load and movement) for the high load training condition, while appealing less to specificity (movement only) for low load training alternatives. It has been suggested that these strength differences can be minimized if additional strength assessments are included. Interestingly, the motivation for including these assessments has largely been to capture the strength adaptations expected to accompany the muscle growth observed. Under the model proposed by Moritani and de Vries, it is difficult to reconcile the differences in muscle strength between low load and high load training programs given similar levels of muscle growth. The assumption that growth must result in strength adaptation has led to interesting hypotheses, such as the “Theoretical Reverse Pattern of Adaptation.” Herein, authors suggested that the smaller increases in strength following low load resistance training with blood flow restriction are a result of hypertrophy and that neural mechanisms will likely play a role as time progresses. Although this was a reasonable hypothesis at the time, it suggests that low loads will eventually (if given enough time) produce similar strength adaptations as high load resistance training, which does not seem likely given the lack of exposure to lifting heavy weight (i.e., specificity). Nevertheless, Morton et al. was able to demonstrate similar increases in the majority of 1RM strength assessments between high load and low load resistance training. Authors speculate that “maximal strength increases can be achieved with the use of either low or high loads, so long as there is periodic practice of lifting with heavier loads.” The amount of practice necessary to augment strength may be dependent on the complexity of the skill as bench press strength increased more in the high load group compared to the low load group. Future studies incorporating low load training groups with and without periodic practice of lifting with heavier loads are necessary to better understand strength adaptations and amount of “practice” necessary to augment various strength outcomes. However, if low load training programs are not accompanied with some exposure to lifting heavy weight throughout the movement/skill of interest, it appears that maximal strength in that movement will only increase minimally (if at all).

THE GENERALITY OF STRENGTH ADAPTATION

Rasch and colleagues succeeded in demonstrating that there exists a generality of strength; however, the same research group failed to show an equally strong generality of strength adaption following 6 weeks of training. Authors demonstrated that strength in the elbow flexors increased more when participants were tested in a position (erect vs. supine) and manner (dynamic vs. modified Martin technique) more similar to how they had trained. A lack of generality of strength adaptation has also been observed by Sale et al. who found that isotonic strength increased following 19 weeks of isotonic strength training, while conferring no increase in maximal isometric knee extensor strength. The authors anticipated increases in all measures of strength considering they had observed an increase in the cross-sectional area of the knee extensor muscles as measured by computed tomography. However, in light of their findings, the authors offered another mechanistic explanation for increased strength which relied primarily on neural adaptations. Similarly, Rutherford et al. found that maximum knee extensor strength increased robustly (160% in males and 200% in
females) following 12 weeks of knee extensor training, with much smaller changes observed in isometric torque (20% in males, 3% in females). In addition to this, authors observed no significant changes in maximal oxygen uptake or maximal power output on a cycle ergometer. This suggests that making a muscle stronger isotonically may provide some benefit for isometric strength (i.e., generality of strength adaptation), but provide little benefit to other performance measures using the same muscle groups (i.e., maximal oxygen uptake or maximal power output on a cycle ergometer).

More recently, Fisher et al. provided some evidence of a generality of strength adaptation following 10 weeks of Romanian deadlift (RDL) training or isolated lumbar extension training. When examining increases in 1RM RDL strength, authors noted a larger increase in the group that performed RDL training [+23 (SD 9.65) kg] compared to the group that performed lumbar extension training [+10.2 (SD 9.88) kg]. Conversely, when examining changes in lumbar extension strength, only the lumbar extension training group demonstrated an increase. Insight into the generality of strength adaptation can also be gained from the low load training literature. Jessee et al. noted a 10% increase in isotonic knee extensor 1RM strength following isotonic training at moderate training load (70% 1RM). The study also included three very-low load training conditions (15% 1RM with and without blood flow restriction) that observed no meaningful changes in isotonic knee extensor strength. However, when examining other tests of strength, the authors noted a main effect for time, with all groups increasing 4.8% in isometric knee extension strength and 6% in isokinetic strength at 180°/sec. Interestingly, there was no statistically significant strength increase in isokinetic knee extension strength at 60°/sec. Although strength differences between loading conditions (high load versus low load) were eliminated by examining tests that did not favor any given condition, it is possible that these small increase were simply an artifact of repeated strength assessment. Future studies could incorporate a non-training control group that only performs testing to eliminate this possibility. In addition, these strength increases may be a result of the lower complexity (e.g., pulling a handle on a dynamometer in a single joint movement) of the overall assessment used. Nevertheless, if these groups were compared to another group that was training more specific to the additional strength tests (training isotonic and testing isometric), it seems likely that the change would exceed that observed by conditions training isotonically.

Increases in non-specific strength are what we believe represent a generality of strength adaptation. The generality of strength adaptation, even across strength skills using the same muscle on related movements seems quite low. Figure 1
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Figure 1 illustrates the hypothesized “Generality of strength” and the “Generality of strength adaptation.” Although an individual’s general strength rating may be high relative to their weaker counterpart across strength assessments (generality of strength), it appears that strength adaptations acquired from strength training are highly dependent on specificity (generality of strength adaptation). The further removed a strength assessment becomes from the actual training, the more difficult it is to predict what adaptations will occur. However, the magnitude of change is expected to diminish as the skill/assessment becomes less specific to the training. We have included “sports specific strength” as this is often the most desired outcome, but also the farthest removed from training.
provides an illustration of both the “Generality of Strength” (a) and the “Generality of Strength Adaptation” (b). Although some studies show a weak generality of strength adaptation and others show no generality of strength adaptation, the figure conveys the diminishing benefits as the strength assessment becomes more removed from the actual training stimulus, which we hypothesize to be the case.

CONCLUSIONS

It has previously been suggested that multiple measures of strength be included in a resistance training program to better reflect the adaptations acquired by a training program, while minimizing the influence of specificity favoring one group over another. Although it seems worthwhile to still include multiple measures of strength, it is our opinion that multiple measures may simply provide information regarding how much “general strength” was acquired over the course of a training study. Thus, a test of isometric strength should not be used to demonstrate that specific strength adaptations are similar between high load and low loads training programs (as has been done in the past), but to demonstrate that a low load alternative can render a similar change in general strength as high load training, at least when tested on a simple movement for a given muscle. In addition, multiple measures of strength may inform us as to how much of a change in maximal strength through a given movement transfer to other movements using that same muscle. This may help to better inform strength and conditioning practice which appears to currently rely heavily on the “generality of strength” as opposed to the “generality of strength adaptation.” When training a given muscle through a given movement, the most robust strength increases will be observed on the skill and movement that were specifically trained. Other tasks using that same muscle on different (or even similar) movements may expect to see some increases as well; however, these increases will be of a lesser magnitude compared to the primary strength assessment. Future research should begin to quantify how much generality exists amongst various increases in strength, particularly as it related to skills in the weight room and sports specific movements/skills.
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